In Lisa Matthews - former Wyong CLR
Newly Elected CC Coast
Busy women with many hats.
17 year resident /15 years Comm. actions
10 year fighting this mine.
8 year former U.S.C.
More than NT / Similar to ACT.
Don't think you would see a mine
330,000 + people in a pop up
growing urban area. Only you Canberra
Imagine that

This is our only Catchment
Our water from here + groundwater
must be protected.

The Draft Report states there must
be no net impact on our water system
how can this be achieved.
This proposal must be refused.
The cost benefit analysis has been questioned by the
PAC itself.
If the benefit to the Coast is questionable after so long then
must be refused.
The Cactual Coast Water Supply Built in 2009.
The largest Water Infrastructure Project in 2009-2011
$120,000,000 Fed give
$80,000,000 And Now
You want to Mine under it!
Water is the only thing worth extracting from the valley. People need water, we cannot drink coal.

Our catchment is so small but so important, you cannot build a city without water.

We need infrastructure to support growth beyond our infrastructure for a mine.
If the conditions are so onerous on the mine how can this mine be approved?

May I raise questions still exist at this stage. The real case proved is for a refusal.

A refusal for our local, just growing area. An area that cannot suffer to have any risk no matter how small held against it. Especially what I can see is no real benefit especially long term for them.